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Smartphones is a small device but helps in handling and managing big businesses in just a touch of
a button. Today, such gadgets are highly in demand and used in our day today schedules. House-
makers to businesspersons, everyone is addicted to such devices that have become essentiality in
daily life. However, such devices are always under thread of invalid data interception. Thus, it is
mandatory to install some information security solutions that can protect the integrity of individuals
and personal data.

The mobile email security solutions developed by the companies involve the combination of
AES256 and ECC521 algorithms and SSL secure to protect all files and documents over the
internet. This provides the immense strong shield against all invalid data interception tricks and
techniques implemented by the hackers.

Messages, calls, videos, surfing internet, checking emails, messenger services, data storage, GPS
navigation, music, entertainment, sharing pictures, banking, stock market, etc, are the endless
entries in smartphonesâ€™ features. All such facilities invite issues of invalid data interception by
hackers. Smartphones are always prone to hacking due to accessing through insecure and
unauthorized domains. Wi-Fi connection used in coffee houses, shopping malls, etc, is the best
traps for the hacker to spy inside the internet savvy gadgets. In addition, even when someone is
travelling through marketplaces, town or cities, such devices can be hacked by the hacker on the go.

The information security solution provided to the users with two different ways. One is the web-
based solution, and another get embedded with OS of the few specific smartphones for
implementation of email security solution. In addition, the solution is not restricted to mobile phone
users; other users can access the solution from laptop, desktop, tabs, etc.

It is mandatory to use email security solution along with email encryption solution, as the mentioned
sources used frequently for data transaction. Such solutions help protect data files, documents and
email transactions while the users access internet from insecure domains or sending data through it.
The robust solution developed by information security company offer outstanding solutions at
minimal cost for all mobile phone users.

For initial users, they can obtain application free as 30 days trail period. Once the features habituate
and accustom the users, they can opt to pay a nominal amount for the use. Implementing
information security solution helps provide keeping business reputation and individual reputation
safe and secure from invalid access. Therefore, email security solution is mandatory for smartphone
users across the world.
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